In contrast with acoustical imaging methods, for which the wave field is dominated by propagation effects, electromagnetic imaging of conductive media suffers from the diffusive behavior of the electromagnetic field. An important question to address when working toward the achievement of electromagnetic imaging concerns the possibility of resolving the diffusion damping. Exact inversion will be looking at the solvability of the integral equation relating a diffusive field to its dual wavefield. This equation is ill posed because its Laplace-like kernel makes the inverse problem of finding the dual wave field a notoriously difficult (both numerically and mathematically) one. Stochastic inversion is another alternative based on least squares fitting. In this inverse problem approach, extracting the wave field is still a relatively instable process, although the L2 misfit function for data without noise presents a global minimum. The simulated annealing overcomes this instability for parameterization of this problem designed as follows. The unknown wave field is expected to be a sequence of impulsive functions. The number of impulsive functions can be determined by using a statistical criterion, called AIC, which comes from the Prony technique. The simulated annealing is applied to the positions of the reflections, while the amplitudes, which are not taken as parameters, are obtained by linear fitting. The simulated annealing method proves to be efficient even in the presence of noise. Furthermore, this nonlinear numerical inversion furnishes statistical quantities which allows an estimation of the resolution. Simple synthetic examples illustrate the performance of the inversion, while a synthetic finite element example shows the final pseudo-seismic section to be processed by standard seismic migration techniques.
INTRODUCTION
For typical Earth conductivities the electromagnetic response is mainly controlled by a diffusion process broadening the signal and making it quite different from a seismic signal. Obtaining the electromagnetic response of an arbitrary conductive medium is in itself an already difficult task investigated with approaches as different as integral equations, in both time domain [SanFilipo and Hobmann, 1985] and frequency domain [Wannamaker et al., 1984] , or as finite difference formulations [Orisiaglio and Hobmann, 1984] . Recovering conductive information is an even more difficult operation investigated with limited success [Weidelt, 1972 [Weidelt, , 1975 Tripp et al., 1984; Barnett, 1984; Smith, 1988; Tarits, 1989] .
Although a mathematical parallelism between electromagnetic and seismic signals in layered media has been underlined previously [Weldell, 1972; Kuneiz, 1972 After a brief description of electromagnetic propagation in conductive media and the integral transformation we set up the inverse problem and describe the difficulties we must solve. This leads us to preprocess our data in order to find our parameterization. Then, the solution is constructed by simulated annealing. With the help of one-dimensional examples, we discuss the efficiency of this technique, the stopping criterion, and the structure of the final solution. Finally, two-dimensional medium geometry is investigated with inversion of synthetic finite element data. In a more theoretical framework [Hadamard, 1932] 
The distance between these two models can be defined Oldenburg [1990] ).
We prefer an alternative approach which we describe now. Let us define one component of the reflected field 
The reflected field can now be written: 
The expression (13) Although the global minimum is well defined, the procedure to reach it by gradient methods can be quite slow, because we have to turn around apparent potential barriers: starting in the sixth slice from the top, we do not converge to the global minimum of this slice if we need for that to go through a situation with two nearby reflections. When an unwanted reflection is near a true one, the inverse procedure balances between these two reflections for interpreting the single reflection and gives a misfit function higher than for a single event, creating a small barrier not seen in the Figure 1 . The game is to go to the global minimum using a rather long path preventing the situation of two nearby reflections. Moreover, the main valley of the global minimum presents a rather fiat bottom which can be very sensitive to noise perturbation: another reason to avoid using gradient methods. The two sides of the valley have very steep slopes which can be seen, for example, on local variations perpendicular to slices near the fourth slice from the top and, consequently, any discretization of the cost function must take care of apparent local minima coming from the sampling. How to escape from these difficulties? 
where AS is the change in the misfit function due to the model perturbation, and T is a parameter called, for historical reasons, the temperature. The probability 7)M is such that when the change AS is positive (i.e., the new model is worse) the perturbation is not systematically rejected. The second (outer) loop of simulated annealing is the cooling schedule which consists of decreasing the temperature while loophag over the Metropolis algorithm. It can be shown that for an infinite number of attempted perturbations the energy distribution of the where Z is a normalizing partition function. The similarities between the probability distributions 7 • of (16) and 7•B of (18) allows for a bridge between simulated annealing and inverse problem theory [Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1991] . In fact, the temperature T and the noise variance a2 play the same role, and decreasing the temperature during the cooling schedule is equivalent to gradually enhancing the influence of the data (i.e., increasing the signal-to-noise ratio) when selecting the models in the Metropolis loop.
In practice, the Metropolis algorithm is not efficient at low temperature where the rejection probability level of most perturbations is high, and it can be replaced by a faster procedure known as the heat bath method [Creulz, 1980] 
Zk=l e for each k between 1 and K. The denominator of (19) may be viewed as a marginal partition function. From this probability distribution one makes a random guess. This guess is always taken and gives the new value for vn. We must repeat this procedure for every reflection. Whether simulated annealing is efficient or not strongly depends on the possibility of the process to jump from one particular acceptable model to another one. When the temperature is high (i.e., when the singaLto-noise ratio is assumed low), almost every particular model is likely to be accepted. However, when the temperature decreases (i.e., when the signal-to-noise ratio is assumed larger and larger), only a few models, belonging to a relatively small subset of the model set, remain with a significant likelihood of acceptance. For such low temperatures, and due to the local nature of the attempted transitions, it may be difficult, in practice, to tunnel from an acceptable model to another one since the number of worse and intermediate models to visit may be large [Hajek, 1988] . Obviously, this number changes according to the manner in which we perform our model perturbations. It has been reported previously that the tunneling effect is sometimes easier when the perturbation involves several model parameters simultaneously [Ettelaie and Moore, 1987; Heynderickz and De Raedt, 1988]. Our numerical attempts showed us that these more sophisticated perturbation schemes have no effects in our problem. Consequently, at each iteration, we have perturbed a single parameter, namely, the position of one reflection.
In summary, our algorithm proceeds in the following steps: selection of the number of events N as explained in the previous section and computation of the acceptance probability (equation (19) In other words, the convergence rate toward a minimum increases when the cooling rate increases, but the probability to be in the global minimum diminishes. Therefore, we must have an adequate slow cooling, and until now, despite theoretical attempts [Hajek, 1988] constant thermodynamic speed A. We must verify that the averaged energy at iteration n + 1 is below the averaged energy at the iteration n by A times the standard deviation, denoted sd(), of the energy at iteration n.
Getting realistic estimates of these statistical quantities implies that the energy distribution at a given iteration must be sampled accurately before changing the temperature. We have the following formula, < $(n + 1) >=< $(n) >-• sd($(n)), (
where A is chosen in order to guarantee an appreciable overlap between the energy distributions at iterations n and n-9 1. The greater this overlap, the larger the probability to escape from local minima. The cooling law• Finally, we must specify the initial temperature and the stopping temperature of the cooling procedure. The initial temperature must be high enough to allow nearly any transitions (i.e., the probability distribution 7•A of (19) is almost uniform). The temperature is taken as the averaged energy over 100 random configurations in- 
T(n + 1) -T(n)e -•T(")/'d(s(")), (21)
is
SIMPLE EXAMPLE FOR TESTING SIMULATED ANNEALING
The selected example is a one-dimensional medium with four reflections, described in Table 1 . The positions of primary reflections are converted in travel time r and variable q in Table 2 . The amplitudes of reflections are also given in Table 2 . We compute electromagnetic responses using (3) at 100 frequencies between 1 Hz and 1.5 kHz. We add a Gaussian white noise with zero mean to this synthetic data. We construct three data sets with signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB, 20 dB and 10 dB (Figure 2) . The spectral analysis of data covariance matrices using the Akaike's information criterion-AIC-(see Table 3 Bold numbers give the AIC selection for the number of events.
The amplitudes are also well defined (Table 4 On the bottom of Figure 4 , the specific heat presents three bumps related to the temperature interval where an interface starts to freeze at a given position.
When four reflections are a priori sought, the unresolved event, which is the second one with a small amplitude (Table 4) The conditional probability is shown for each trace in an equivalent seismic section in Figure 9 . We emphasize that the electromagnetic source is a vertical plane wave exciting the medium at the free surface. In other words, the pseudo-seismic section is the one expected after a CMP stack before migration.
The simulated annealing has the capacity to detect two interfaces: The top interface is the best localized, while the second is slightly blurred out. This second interface, which is fiat in the real medium, has a slope in good correlation with the resistivity above it. The complexity on the right of the model is entirely unresolved and does not even degrade the solution: interfaces are too near each other with a too small jump of resistivity.
Sometimes, reflections are mislocated with a spread conditional probability: a posteriori analysis might require the restarting of the cooling schedule, and an improved picture would be obtained. We have not undertaken this strategy and have preferred to present straight results from the inversion. The conversion from pseudotime to depth will require the use of migration techniques used in seismic data analysis. The discussion of this transformation is beyond the scope of this paper. Poststack migration might be applied to this pseudo-seismic section and, hopefully, the deepest interface will become fiat.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that diffusive electromagnetic signals can be converted to impulsive pseudo-wave signals by a procedure similar to deconvolution. This procedure is efficiently performed by simulated annealing. We have studied the different steps in order to achieve this transformation and have defined the parameters controlling the cooling. Except for the very noisy example, we succeed in locating reflections, as well as in estimating their amplitudes.
This success enables us to propose the different migrations of seismic exploration in order to construct the contrast of conductivity inside the medium. This will be the purpose of a future work.
Each trace is inverted independently from the neighboring ones. A promising strategy for future work will 
